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PRESENT David Riley – Chairman 
  Jeff Armitage – Deputy Chairman 
  Andrew Cooper  
  Roy Lambden 
  Chris Preston 
  Jo Gillespie 
  Michael Greville 
  Ra Hennessy 
  Stuart McIntosh Harbour Master/Chief Executive  
 

In Attendance: Jon Kidd Deputy Harbour Master/Pilot. 
  
1.   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Declarations of Interest and Declarations of Related Party Transactions for Cowes Harbour 
Commissioners are documented in the CHC Interest Records and on the CHC website.  

 
2.   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  

 Nick Elderfield, and County Press Reporter. 
 

3. MINUTES OF THE MONTHLY MAY MEETING 
The minutes of the meeting held on Friday, 26th May 2017 having been sent out it was resolved 
that they be signed as a true and complete record of business transacted.  

 
4.   MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 

Port Master Plan 
HM stated that not much progress had been made due to other work commitments. 

Action: HM 
 
5. Harbour Master Chief Executive’s Report June 2017 
3. Cowes Harbour Authority 
Chain Ferry Works: HM reported that the Isle of Wight Council’s Chain Ferry commissioning 
works continue, amidst local and national media coverage. HM reiterated that the issue for 
CHC is the clearance over the chains. CHC is in constant communication with the IW 
Council over this issue and adjustments are being made to allow the ferry to “swim” across 
the river whilst maintaining charted depths.  
 
HM highlighted the significant issues for CHC: 

1) The new Chain Ferry should provide at least the same depth over the chains as the 
old ferry. Furthermore, the new ferry should enable CHC to carry out a capital 
dredge if necessary in the future, to allow deeper draft vessels up the river. The IW 
Council did take this on board during the design stage and produced a model 
demonstrating that this could be achieved.  

2) One of the main operational problems and a factor in the grounding and non-
operation around low water is that there has been too much slack in the chains that 
allowed too much deviation from the direct transit route, especially on a spring ebb 
tide. The chains need to be optimised so that they will sit on the river bed in all tidal 
conditions, but this has to be a compromise with keeping the chain ferry on track. 
The latest survey following recent adjustments showed improvements in depths at 
high and low water but some decreases in depths on the mid ebb tide that were less 
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than the stated minimum depths over the chains (1.5 m below C.D.). The worst case 
scenario and smallest C.D. clearance over the chains is on a full spring tide mid ebb 
tide when the flow is running at its fastest. It is likely that this could be compounded 
by a strong southerly wind, due to the windage on the ferry. A spring low water 
results in the minimum actual navigable depth.  

 
HM stated that the IW Council are having longer ramps produced for the ferry. HM 
emphasised that CHC is looking for a commitment from the IW Council to reinstate the 
previous clearance depths. Adjustments to the chains can only be made on spring tides, 
with a surveyor on site, and this has been planned for Tuesday, 8th and Wednesday, 9th 
August. HM noted recent incidents when several yachts had collided with the chains, and 
reminded Commissioners that similar problems had been experienced in 1975 when the 
previous Chain Ferry came into use. 
 
Roy Lambden enquired whether extra signage should be installed for Lendy Cowes Week. 
Deputy Harbour Master Jon Kidd responded that a patrol vessel would be operating in the 
vicinity of the Chain Ferry and additionally, it was noted that the regatta was taking place 
during neap tides.  
 
HM reiterated that there would be no compromise by CHC on the Chain Ferry issues, 
because the port is the lifeblood of the Island and CHC will pursue this until the issues are 
resolved. HM stated that the IW Council, up to CEO level, are well aware of all the issues 
and the Commissioners agreed that CHC must hold the IW Council to account for their 
commitment to restore navigational depths.  

Action: HM 
 
CCTV: HM reported that the new CCTV system had been installed and was going through 
a final commissioning process. 
 
7. Breakwater Progress Report: HM stated this would be covered as an agenda item. 

 
5.   HARBOUR MASTER / CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT JULY 2017  

The Harbour Master/Chief Executive’s report was circulated with the papers for the meeting 
and was fully considered by the Board. The report is attached to these Minutes as a matter of 
record. The HM highlighted the following: 

 
1.1.1 Training 

HM reported that Assistant Harbour Master Ed Walker had passed the Cowes and 
Southampton pilotage exams and was now our fourth authorised Pilot for Cowes. HM 
confirmed that the four qualified Pilots consist of Deputy Harbour Master Jon Kidd, 
Assistant Harbour Master Ed Walker as well as two external Pilots. 

 
2.2 Enforcement and Prosecution 

HM reported that a conference call is due to be held the following week about the jet skis 
incident and CHC hopes to take this incident forward to prosecution.  
 
HM added that with regard to the motorboat collision with the Shrape breakwater, CHC is 
still putting pressure on the Maritime and Coastguard Agency to take this incident forward 
to prosecution. 

Action: HM 
 

6.   FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT JUNE 2017 
The Commissioners noted that the financial management report for June 2017 had been 
considered in detail in the “In Committee” section of the meeting. The Commissioners noted 
that the accounts as presented in the management report had been in order and agreed. 
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7.   BREAKWATER PROGRESS REPORT 

HM reported that a revised final draft is expected next week of the 'Harbour Infrastructure 
Funding Agreement' (HIFA) between CHC, the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA), and 
the HCA’s developer for Victoria Quay marina.  
 
HM suggested that the final HIFA should be circulated to Commissioners as soon as it is 
received by CHC. Chairman David Riley stated that it was important to give all Commissioners 
adequate time to review the finalised HIFA, which could then be considered at an Extraordinary 
Meeting towards the end of August. 
 
HM informed the Board that Boskalis Westminster has requested early confirmation from CHC 
that their dredgers will be required to carry out the proposed dredging this year. HM stated that 
if the dredgers are not confirmed in time, there may be a risk that the dredging cannot be 
carried out this year. 

Action: HM 
 

8. SOLENT SEDIMENT MONITORING PROJECT 
A report titled ‘Towards an Appreciation of the Solent’s Fine Sediment Regime’ was circulated 
with the papers for the meeting. The report is attached to these Minutes as a matter of record. 
HM stated that this paper from estuarine sedimentation consultant Dr Rob Nunny was for 
information and discussion. 
 
HM stated that through CHC’s own sedimentation work, the Commission has become aware of 
the potential advantages of encouraging a wider uptake of turbidity monitoring in the Solent 
area. HM stated that the Solent Forum has shown considerable interest and there may be an 
opportunity, through a combined approach from the Isle of Wight Estuaries Project, CHC and 
the Solent Forum, to encourage other local bodies to set up their own local monitoring project 
to guide sediment management issues. 
 
The Commissioners agreed that the HM and Estuaries Committee should encourage the 
Solent Forum to take this project forward. 

Action: HM 
 

9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
None. 

 
 As there was no further business the Chairman formally closed the public section of the meeting 

at 1230.  
 
 
Date of next three meetings:  
Friday, 22nd September 2017  
Friday, 27th October 2017 
Friday, 24th November 2017 


